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1. GENERAL

1.01

1.02

1.03

1.04

1.05

This practice provides procedures for processing vendor prepared practices for

use within the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company (SWBT). The proper

implementation of this practice will eliminate the need for reformatting or

rewriting vendor

clearly written,

This practice is

current practice

practices. The objective is to procure practices which are

uniformly prepared and ready for immediate use.

being reissued to update the text, forms and conform to

format.

It is intended that this practice be used primarily by General Headquarters’

Subject Matter Experts (SMES), User Technical Staff (UTS), Technical

Information Resource Management (TIRM) and Corporate Purchasing. These groups

in all departments will use this as a guideline for processing vendor prepared

practices.

The procedures outlined in this practice are to be used primarily for vendor

prepared practices dealing with telecommunication products. These procedures

may be used for other products when deemed necessary by the SMES, UTS, TIRM

and the Corporate Purchasing organization.

This section includes:

a brief explanation of standards for vendor prepared practices

detailed information on the flow of practices from vendor to user

an in-depth

- definitions

explanation of the cover sheet process

of terms used in this section

2. STANDARDS FOR VENDORS

2.01 General standards for vendor prepared practices have been established and

coordinated. with the Corporate Purchasing organization and the UTS. Practice

SW 000-010-902 outlines these standards. At the time of product selection it

is the responsibility of Corporate Purchasing and the UTS to provide these

standards to the vendor.

PROPRIETARY
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I

I

2.02 The specific procedures for providing vendor practices to SWBT and the general

standards for vendor practices must be incorporated in the vendor contract.

2.03 It is the responsibility of Corporate Purchasing and the UTS to ensure that

the vendor adheres as closely as possible to the standards outlined in

Practice SW 000-010-902. Special considerations which may affect the

determination of standards for vendor practices are:

Existing industry standards

Generally accepted industry procedures

Costs associated with the modification of existing vendor practices

Life cycle of products supported by the practices

2.04 The UTS will coordinate any deviations from Practice SW 000-010-902 with the

TIRM staff.

A. Revisions to Vendor Practices

2.05

2.06

2.07

2.08

It is the responsibility of the vendor to update and maintain his practices on

a continuing basis in order to support the equipment purchased by SWBT. The

vendor must furnish SWBT with all revisions to his practices.

Corporate Purchasing and the UTS will coordinate with the vendor during

contract negotiations to ensure that all revisions of practices are sent to us

in a timely manner.

The specific procedures for providing revisions of vendor practices to SWBT

will be addressed in the vendor contract.

Revised practices will be processed in the same manner as original practices.

Refer to Section 3 of this practice for detailed information on the flow of

practices from vendor to user.

B. Proprietary Information

2.09 Proprietary information is any information which the owner does not wish to

freely disclose. (Review Joint Practice 92 for information on procedures for

safeguarding proprietary information.)

PROPRIETARY
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2.10 The vendor will assign SWBT the right to reproduce any copy of written or

proprietary information for internal use. It will be the responsibility of

the Corporate Purchasing organization to coordinate with the legal departments

of SWBT and the vendor to ensure proper handling of proprietary i-nformation.

2.11 The following proprietary statement should be at the bottom center margin of

each page of the document.

PROPRIETARY

Not for use or disclosure outside Southwestern
Bell Telephone Company except under written agreement.

3. PROCESS FLOW

3.01

3.02

3.03

3.04

3.05

3.06

3.07

The following paragraphs provide detailed information on the flow of pract.

from vendor to user. Exhibit 1 is a flow chart which illustrates this

process.

ces

Corporate Purchasing and the UTS will coordinate with the vendor during the

product selection process. They will ensure that any practices required to

utilize or maintain the vendor’s product possess the quality and adhere to the

standards as defined in Practice SW 000-010-902. (For additional information

on the product selection process, refer to Practice SW 010-522-900.)

As part of the product selection process the vendor will provide his practice

to Corporate Purchasing for review.

Corporate Purchasing will transmit one copy of the vendor pract.

for use in product selection.

ce to the UTS

The UTS will review the practice to determine if the content and format meet

SWBT standards as outlined in Practice SW 000-010-902.

If the practice does not meet SWBT standards, the UTS must determine if it can

be used by SWBT as written.

If the practice cannot be used as written, the UTS should return it to

Corporate Purchasing indicating that it is not a usable practice and

delineating the problem areas. Corporate Purchasing will then interface with

the vendor to resolve the deficiencies.

PROPRIETARY
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3.08

3.09

3.10

3.11

3.12

3.13

3.14

If the practice does meet SW13T’standards or if the UTS determines it is a

usable practice, the UTS will transmit a recommendation on vendor product

standardization to Corporate Purchasing and the SWBT/vendor contract will be

negotiated.

Corporate Purchasing will advise the UTS when contract negotiations are

complete.

The department or organization which has the major responsibility for the

content of the practice will follow the cover sheet process as outlined in

Section 4 of this practice. Practices pertaining to multiple organizations

will have SMES from each of the organizations involved in creating and

approving the cover sheet.

The cover sheet, the associated practice, the Request for Printing/

Distribution form (see Exhibit 2) and the signed approval letter should be

submitted to the TIRM staff for processing. The TIRM staff will review the

format of the practice to ensure that it meets SWBT standards or is in a

usable format.

If there is a problem with the format, the practice will be returned to the

originator of the cover sheet for corrections.

If the TIRM staff approves the practice, they will make all necessary

notations on the appropriate indexes and submit it for printing.

The practice will then be printed and distributed to the users in the field.

4. COVER SHEET PROCESS

4.01

4.02

4.03

The cover sheet process will be used by SWBT as the method for numbering,

approving and distributing vendor prepared practices.

Cover sheets (see Exhibit 3) are used to transmit vendor prepared practices.

In rare cases where the vendor’s practice is not adaptable to the cover sheet

process, a new SWBT practice will be written.

All vendor prepared practices that are to be incorporated in the SWBT 9-digit

numbering plan must have an associated cover sheet. Any deviations to this

must be coordinated with the TIRM staff.

PROPRIETARY
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4.04 The cover sheet will contain only that information which is necessary to

introduce the attached vendor practice.

4.05 SMES responsible for the specific subject matter addressed by the vendor

practice will be responsible for preparing cover sheets as outlined in this

section.

A. Title

4.06

4.07

4.08

B. Format

All cover sheets must have a title on the first page. The title must clearly

identify the vendor, as well as the subject and purpose of the cover sheet.

The title is confined to the identification of three categories of

information:

Vendor Identity: This category of information identifies the vendor of

the item being covered.

Item: This category of information identifies the item to which the cover

sheet is addressed.

Purpose of Cover Sheet: This category of information identifies the

objective or purpose of the attached vendor practice.

A title will consist of as few lines as possible, and each line should not

convey more than one category of information. In most cases, titles will be

three lines or less and must not exceed five lines in all.

4.09 Cover sheets are formatted in the same manner

Practices. (Refer to Practice SW 000-010-902

The few exceptions are noted in the following

in Exhibit 3.

Table of Contents

4.10 Normally, cover sheets should not be

more than three. Therefore, a table

as Southwestern Bell Telephone

for information on formatting.

paragraphs and are illustrated

PROPRIETARY
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Part Headings

4.11 Part headings are used to identify major material divisions within the cover

sheet (e.g., 1. GENERAL, 2. ORDERING PROCEDURES, etc.). Each part heading

consists of an uppercase word(s) which describes the subject.

4.12 The cover sheet contains & that information which is necessary to introduce

the attached vendor practice. Therefore, the part headings are restricted to

those described in Paragraph 4.13 through 4.16.

4.13 Part 1, GENERAL : This part contains a standard paragraph which identifies the

section as a cover sheet for the attached vendor practice. This should

include the vendor’s name and the title and section number of the attached

vendor practice. This part should also include a very brief functional

description of the service, system, apparatus, etc. Procedures on how to

request changes andlor corrections to the vendor practice and how to file an

Engineering Complaint should also be included in this part. Any equipment

shortcomings should be listed as well as any engineering criteria that are

different than those recommended by the vendor.

4.14 Part 2, ORDERING PROCEDURES: This part explains briefly how to order the

equipment and which ordering form(s) to use. It also references the reader to

the appropriate catalog for detailed information on how to order the

equipment. Included in this part is the contract number and the vendor’s

complete address. This part also describes how additional copies of the

vendor practice are obtained.

4.15 Part 3, REPAIR/RETURN: This part contains information regarding the repair

and return of defective units to the vendor as covered in the contract.

Warranty information should also be provided.

4.16 Part 4, EXCLUSIONS/REVISIONS: This part lists all parts of the vendor

practice which do not apply to SWBT (if required). Information in this part

should be presented in a manner similar to that used for a SWBT addendum.

Text

4.17 Text pages are arranged using the single column format.

NOTE : Any deviations to the standards shown in Exhibit 3 must be discussed

with the TIRM staff.

PROPRIETARY
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Attachment Notice

4.18 The name of the vendor, section

be located at the bottom of the

c. Number Assignment

4.19

4.20

4.21

Cover sheets should be numbered

number, issue and date (month and year) are to

last page of the cover sheet.

using the 9-digit numbering plan. Following

is a brief description of the numbering plan:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The

Each cover sheet will be assigned a unique 9-digit number (XXX-YYY-ZZZ).

The first three digits (XXX) of the number identify major categories of

information and are referred to as the “Division” number. (See Exhibit

for the major categories. ) These three digits must be the same as the

first three digits of the associated vendor practice if the vendor used

the 9-digit numbering plan.

The middle three digits (YYY) identify sub-categories of the “Division”.

4

The first digit of this middle group is known as the “Division-Layer”

identifier. The second digit of this group is know as the “Sub-Layer”.

These three digits must be the same as the middle three digits of the

associated vendor practice if the vendor used the 9-digit numbering plan.

The last set of three digits (ZZZ) are referred to as “Key Numbers”.

These three digits will be assigned by the Manager-Technical Documentation

Coordination upon being furnished a title, description, and the first six

digits of the cover sheet.

two alpha-character suffix of SW shall be used to indicate this cover

sheet was prepared by SWBT.

A four alpha-character common language code prefix shall be used to indicate

the vendor who originated the associated practice. Bellcore Practice

751-100-650 provides a listing of current alpha-character codes for vendors.

Page Headings

4.22 Exhibit 5 provides examples of page head.

PROPRIETARY

ng formats for cover sheets.
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D. Approval Process

4.23

4.24

4.25

4.26

4.27

4.28

All SWBT cover sheets require appropriate approvals before printing and

distribution.

A standard approval letter should be prepared and signed by the cover sheet

originator with a concise statement of the purpose and content of the

practice. Approval letters for cover sheets are formatted in the same manner

as approval letters for 9-digit practices. (See Exhibit 6)

Cover sheets should be approved by the fifth level(s) at General Headquarters

who has the administrative or maintenance responsibilities for items covered

in the practice. A separate approval letter should be sent to each fifth

level involved through their chain of organization.

To facilitate the approval process, an overleaf should be used with cover

sheets that require the approval of multiple departments. An overleaf is

attached to the front of an approval letter and denotes all departments that

will be approving the practice. (See Exhibit 7)

After the approval process is complete, the following items should be

forwarded to the TIRM staff for editing, processing and distribution:

completed Request for Practice Printing/Distribution form

signed approval letter(s)

cover sheet

vendor practice

Purchase Authorization Letter or Transmittal Letter

Approval letters will not be printed with the practice. They are held on file

in the TIRM staff office.

E. Cancellations

4.29 When a cover sheet is no longer needed, is obsolete, or is replaced by another

cover sheet, it should be cancelled.

PROPRIETARY
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4.30

4.31

4.32

A standard cancellation letter (Exhibit 8) should be prepared by the cover

sheet originator. The cancellation letter should state the reason for

cancellation and, if appropriate, the 9-digit number of the cover sheet

will replace it.

Third level approval is required to cancel a cover sheet. A separate

cancellation letter should be sent to each fifth level involved through

chain of organization.

that

their

The cancellation letter should be submitted to the TIRM staff for processing.

The TIRM staff will make all necessary notations on the appropriate indexes to

be reissued and place the cover sheet and cancellation letter in the

historical files.

5. DEFINITIONS

5.01 The following definitions have been included to clarify the meanings of words

used in this section. These words are listed in alphabetical sequence.

5.02 Practices: Recommended instructions and criteria for planning, engineering,

installing, operating and maintaining communication facilities.

5.03 Subject Matter Expert (SME): Individual responsible for any or all of the

fQllowing:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

determining what

their respective

setting planning

documentation

documents and their technical content are

products/services/administrative areas

schedules for the preparation, production

acting as a subject matter resource

determining the accuracy of technical content

needed for

and delivery of

5.04 Technical Information Resource Management (TIRM) : The organization

responsible for end-to-end management of technical and administrative

information.

Following is the TIRM staff for SWBT:

PROPRIETARY
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District Mgr.-Admn. SVCS.

One Bell Center, 33-V-08

Area Mgr.-Tech. Dec. SYS. Coord.

One Bell Center 33-S-07

Manager-Tech. Dec. Coord.

One Bell Center, 33-S-04

5.05 User Technical Staff (UTS): The technical expert or group of experts in the

user departments (Network, Engineering, Purchasing, Motor Vehicles, etc.)

responsible for deciding which product to select. A member of this staff is

also considered an SME.

5.06 Vendors: Suppliers of products and associated support documentation.

6. REFERENCES

6.01 This section lists all documents referenced in this practice. It provides the

title, number and a brief description of the document. Also provided are

ordering procedures for the referenced documents.

A. Southwestern Bell Telephone Practices

6.02 Ordering procedures for Southwestern Bell Telephone Practices are described in

the Southwestern Bell Forms Catalog, Attachment A of Joint Practice 101.

Following are descriptions of the SWBT practices referenced in this practice.

Product Selection Process, Practice Number SW 010-522-900, describes

procedures for determining which, if any, of the products available on the

market shall become the SWBT standards.

Vendor Practice General Standards, Practice Number SW 000-010-902, details

the general standards for vendor prepared practices dealing with

telecommunication products. SW 000-010-902 provides standards and

guidelines for preparing practices which will be used within Southwestern

Bell Telephone Company.

Technical and Support Documentation Order Procedures, Practice Number

SW 000-010-903 explains Southwestern Bell Telephone’s ordering procedures

for support documentation such as SWBT 9-digit and V practices, vendor

9-digit practices.

PROPRIETARY
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B. Joint Practices

6.03 Ordering procedures for Joint Practices are described in the Southwestern Bell

Forms Catalog, Attachment A of Joint Practice 101. Following is a description

of the Joint Practice referenced in this practice.

Procedures for Safeguarding Proprietary Information, Practice Number 92,

describes procedures to be followed in identifying and safeguarding

proprietary information and in handling requests for such information from

those outside the Bell System.

Guidelines for

Joint Practice

Practices.

Preparation,

52, provides

Authorization and Issuance of Joint Practices,

complete guidelines for preparing Joint

c. Bellcore Technical References

6.04 SWBT employees may order Bellcore Technical References by completing the

FA SW 6689 form as described in Paragraph 6.02. Non-Affiliates may order

Bellcore Technical References by calling Publisher Data Center at

718-834-0170. Following is a description of the Bellcore document referenced

in this practice.

Common Language
TM

Manufacturing Company Codes Telephone Equipment,

751-100-650 BR, describes the Common Language standard codes for the

representation of the various vendors which sell telecommunications

products and supplies.

PROPRIETARY
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EXHIBIT 1

PROCESS FLOW OF VENDOR PREPARED PRACTICES

~

AS PART OF THE R=40CILJCT SELECTION

PROV\DED TO CORPORATE PuRCHASING

4
CSRPORATE PIJRCHAS,NG TRANSMITS THE

VEPJDO= .. AC-CE ‘O T.E ‘J, S

FoR USE IN PRODUCE SELECTION

1

CORPORATE PURCHASING

INTERFACESWITH THE

VENDOR TO RESOLVE PRACmCE

OEFIECIENCY(lESl

O“’s“,s ,RANSM,TS RECOMMENDATION

CN VENDOR ,. ODUCT S, ANCARD,ZAT)ON

‘O CC RPORATE PURCHASING AND

SWBVENDOR CONTRACT IS .EGOTIATED

+
CORPORATE PURCHASINGAD V’SES

THE .7s WHEN CONTRACT

NE GOT\ ATl ONS ARE COMPLETED

=+

REOLIEST FOR PRACTICE PRINTING,

PROPRIETARY
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EXHIBIT 2

PAGE 1 of 2

SW-17S4

[R*v, 2-SS)

R*t: Sw Oo&olo-sol

Rataln 3 month., until

REQUEST FOR PRINTING/DISTRIBUTION-TECHNICAL F’RAC17CE

See Reverse for !nstructmns

A. Oriqlnator Information

Name: AOdress: Room:

Title: Sate:

Lleoanmem: Telephone #;

2. Pesponslblllty Code-Charged Lot?.l!On code Function Coda

LI I I [ I

3. Pract]ce #: Issue u:

4. Depanment (s) Impacted:

5. Specmd InstructIons:

B. Attachments

1. Signed aDproval letter

2. Cover sheet

3. Print ready pract,ce

Send comoleted form and all attscnments to:

TIRM Document Standards

One Bell Canter, 33-S-04

St, LOUIS, Mo. 63101

‘a be comolmea by TIRM Staff

?ecelvea w: Date:

Ot!lcla! f,i8 cop”, unm,, ,Wl,oauc.o

PROPRIETARY
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EXHIBIT 2

PAGE 2 of 2

instructions FOR COMPL~ON OF FORM

A. Originator Information

1. Enter the mformat!on of the management person submttttng th8 Practtce for prmtmg
and dlstnbutmn,

2, Enter the mformallon of the person to Oe charged for the pmwng.

3. Enter the 9-d!g[t practice number arm the Issue number of practice submmed.

4, List the organ lzatmna who should receive copies of the pract!ce.

5. Prmwde any special mstruct!ons relating to the grmtmg and distr!butlon of the Pract!ce

(i. e., %MOVe GHQ restriction or 15 copes needed)

B. Attachments

1, The a“b!ect matter expert must forwsra the following documents wtth this fOrm:

1. Original coDy of the stgned approval letter.

2. Cover sheet (if requred).

3. Print ready pract]ce,

PROPRIETARY
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EXHIBIT 3

COVER SHEET

SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE PRACTZCE

SWBT Standard

L7ENDOR IDENTITY
lTEh

PuRPOSE
1. GENESAL

AAAA-XXX-YYY-ZZZSW

Issue A, June 19S8

i.c!

1.02

1,03

1.04

1.05

1.06

This section 1s a cover sheet for the (vendor’ s name, title and section number

c, the atcacned vendor aocumentat. or,)

Whenever Chls S,CC1O. 1s re, ssuedr the Ieason (s) for ,-..ss.. WI1l be llsted L,.

th, s paraqraph.

Use for very brief f.nctlonal descrxptxon of the servxce, system, apparatus,

etc.

List any equlpmenc shortcmmngs and any enqxneerln’q crlterla that are

different than those recommended by the vendor,

If Corrections are required 1. the attached doc”mentatlon, use Form AS D-209 as

described In BR 000–010-015; wh~ch replaces Form E-3973 as described in

BSP 000-010-015.

If equipment deslqn andlor rnanufacturlnq problems should occur, refer to

?ractlce Number Sw 010-522-906 for procedures on flllng an En’qlneerlnq

Comply,.t.

References (if xequmed]

1.07 List sources of additional Information.

2. OFDERING PROCEDUF?ZS

2.Gi sPec~ fY Procedures req., red to order eq.lpment from the vendor (.nclude

C’2,. tZ, Ct number)

2.02 Describe how addxt, onal cop,,, of the .accached documentation are to be

order ea.

,. REPAZR,’RETURV

3.01 sPec~f Y exact FrOC. d.re S to CO11OW when returning equ. pment to the vendor.

Procedures should be based on the contract

,.02 lncl”de warranty ~n:ormat>o”.

4. EXCLUSIONSJREV1S1ONS l:f req”~redl

4.01 The follow, ”q secrlor,s of the attached vendor doc”mentatlon are excluded

and/or revised: Identify the parts c,. paragraphs that are not applicable.

Attachment , (Vendor, s name, Section Number, Issue ar,a Date)

PROPR1 EI’ARY
Not to. “se or disclosure outside the Southwestern BE1l

Telephone Company’ except under written a.yeement.
Page 1
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EXHIBIT 4

9-DIGIT NUMBERING PLAN

CATEGORY OF INFORMATION
DIVISIONS
ALLOCATED

General Information 000-019

Apparalus,MiscellaneousEquipment, 020-179
Tools.TestEquipmenl,Power.andS@aling

OperalionSupportSyslems 190

SwitchingSystems 200-289

TransmissionandSignalingSyslems 300-379

Radio 400-449

Cus!omcrEqulpmenl:

Common 460-469
SpecialServices 470-489

Slal]onEquipmenl 500-529

PBX 530-559

Tele!ypewri!er 570-589
DataSystems 590-599

Outside Plant 620-649

Tes[ Center Operai]on 660-669

Loop Assignment 680-689

\lo!or Veh]cles 720-729

\lalerlals ~lanagemenl 740-749

Business Information Svstems 750-759

Buildings 760-779

Engineering Planning 780-789

Engineering Adminis[ra[ion 790

Common Language 795

Equipmenl Design and Gener~l Requirements 800-839

Transmission Erwineerine 850-889

Outside Plant Engineering 900-939

Radio Engineering 940-944

GeneralDescriptiveInformation 950-989 I

PROPRIETARY
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EXHIBIT 5

PAGE HEADING -PAGEl

SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE PRACTICE AAAA - XXX - YYY - ZZZSW
5WBT Standard Issue B, June 1988

LEFT HEADING RIGHT HEADING

PAGE HEADING- SUBSEQUENT PAGES

AAAA- XXX - YYY- ZZZ SW

RIGHT-HAND PAGE

AAAA-XXX-YYY -ZZZSW

LEFT-HAND PAGE

PROPRIETARY
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EXHIBIT 6

SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE PRACTICES

AAAA-XXX-YYY-ZZZ SW - Issue B, April 1988, Title of Practice

XX pages.

This practice is being issued . . .

Prepared by:

Title of originator Date

Recommended by:

2nd level title Date

3rd level title Date

4th level title Date

5th level title Date

PROPRIETARY
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EXHIBIT 7

OVERLEAF

Approval of this practice shall be obtained from the following organizations

before printing and distribution:

(list in alphabetical sequence all departments involved)

PROPRIETARY
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EXHIBIT 8

SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE PRACTICES

AAAA-XXX-YYY-ZZZ SW - Issue B, April 1988, Title of Practice

XX pages.

This practice is being cancelled . . .

Prepared by:

Title of originator Date

Recommended by:

2nd level title Date

3rd level title Date

4th level title Date

5th level title Date

PROPRIETARY
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